
The power of words – Fernando

Fernando: Hello, my name is Fernando, Fernando Yulla (?), and I'm 17 years old, nearly 18 years 
old, and I have chosen the speech from Will Smith in the movie The Pursuit of Happiness and as a song I 
have chosen The Hall of Fame by The Script.

Elaine           So why did you actually choose these pieces. What made you choose that particular song?

Fernando: Well, first of all it's one of my favorite songs, like it was, it was new and I think that the, that 
the lyrics can get you really motivated and they can really involve the fact of achieving your dreams and 
goals and everything you want to be when you grow up, because especially the song it talks, it talks 
about, well it gives several examples of what you can get to be even, even you can get to the Hall of 
Fame which is like, the biggest, the biggest of achievements.

Elaine:          And what about the speech?

Fernando: And the speech is, is from a movie The Pursuit of Happiness and it's a really small speech 
but it, it involves like all life in general. I really like it.

Elaine:          In what way have they had an influence on you perhaps personally, have they made you 
feel more confident in going ahead for what you want in the future?

Fernando: Yeah, er probably talking about the speech, the way it is written and it is so simple but it 
involves so much about life and that's practically me because I am simple but I really enjoy life and I 
would like to enjoy life, and about the song, well, since, since this is one of my favorite songs I think that 
also the music involves so much about me.

Elaine: Thank you very much. And actually, you're not simple, but you enjoy the simple pleasures of life.


